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Online Resources- living artist inspiration
These 2 sites are my favorites for finding new artists to share with my students.
http://www.thisiscoolastic.com
http://www.booooooom.com

Visit my Pinterest boards for my stockpile of living artist possibilities.

My Alive and Kicking article series for Arts & Activities magazine
Libs Elliott
http://pubdev.ipaperus.com/ArtsandActivities/AASeptember2016/
Odili Donald Odita
http://pubdev.ipaperus.com/ArtsandActivities/AAMarch2017/
Santos Orellana
http://pubdev.ipaperus.com/ArtsandActivities/AAJanuary2017/
Jim Bachor
http://pubdev.ipaperus.com/ArtsandActivities/AAMay2016/
Miguel Mejia
http://artsandactivities.com/matching-with-miguel/
Matt W. Moore
http://artsandactivities.com/round-and-round/
Eleanor McCain
http://pubdev.ipaperus.com/ArtsandActivities/AAOctober2012/?page=32
Maritza Soto
http://pubdev.ipaperus.com/ArtsandActivities/AASeptember2015/?page=27
Thom Pastrano
http://www.shinebritezamorano.com/2015/03/mixed-up-muppets-in-print.html
My blog has hundreds of lessons that focus on the work of living artists. http://www.shinebritezamorano.com

Cassie Stephens has done a wonderful job incorporating local living artists into her art program. http://cassiestephens.blogspot.com/2015/04/in-art-room-chalked-ceiling-event.html#more


If you are introducing your students to the work of living artists, I would love to see what you’re doing! Please get in touch and share what you’re doing!